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3. HiDDeN, our decisional architecture

1. Introduction
Robots have already reached a high level of autonomy. The next step would
be a robust cooperation in a team of robots with complementary
functionalities. We assume that the robots, and therefore the team, will be
deployed incrementally, due to the cost and the time required for setting up
such technologies. Robots will be then intrinsically heterogeneous, as they
will be developed gradually, and likely by different manufacturers. Hence,
their embedded architecture will probably be different. It would be
worthwhile to reuse all the robots' skills, often developed in a mono-robot
concern, to allow a team of robots to achieve a specific mission
cooperatively, without re-designing all their control architecture.

●

Robust to communication failures

●

Robust to environment modification

●

Scalable thanks to its distributed nature

●

Execution and repair of hierarchical team plans

Data formalisation based on Koper [1], a Knowledge base for planning,
execution and plan repair:
●

2. Context

➢

(1) description of the execution protocol and means for failure detection

➢

(2) planning model (re)generation

➢

(3) data consistency
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Fig. 1. Decision layer for a team of
heterogeneous autonomous vehicles
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4. Experimentation

4. Experimentation


1 AAV (Autonomous Aerial Vehicle) running on Orocos [2]




goto, targetDetection, track, localizeTarget, map

●

An intruder can be detected by each vehicle

●

Mission instantiation in Koper:

1 AGV (Autonomous Ground Vehicle) running on GenoM [3]




Fig. 2. HiDDeN, High-level Distributed DecisioN

goto, targetDetection, track, updateMap

Mission: area control





Services description for the two vehicles



Environment description (models, goals)

Use of a hierarchical initial plan (from HTN planning):



Explore a defined area (previous knowledge of the map)



7 waypoints per vehicle



If an intruder is detected, it must be followed by the AAV or the AGV



2 meeting points for the team



Communications are not guaranteed at all times





The AGV can be lost (uncertainty about its own position)





The AGV can be blocked (unable to find a path between 2 waypoints)

Fig. 3. Experimentation on an aero-terrestrial scenario from the Action Project

Plan repair as local as possible, based on the plan hierarchy

Meeting points and timers to detect distant failure when a message is not
received by a distant vehicle

Fig. 4. Sample of trace records for the AAV and the AGV position during two runs.
On the left, the run is nominal. On the right, two unexpected events occurred:
the AGV was lost at position (150,40), and was blocked at position (110,-40). In
the two cases, the aerial vehicle came to assist the AGV. First, the AAV was able
to find and re-localize the AGV. Then, the AAV made a map of the area
surrounding the blocked AGV, which allowed the AGV to find an alternative path.

Time Line 1. Sample of execution with communication failures
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